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Exchange and Industry Sponsored Webinars are
presented by unaffiliated third parties. Interactive Brokers
LLC is not responsible for the content of these
presentations. You should review the contents of each
presentation and make your own judgment as to whether
the content is appropriate for you. Interactive Brokers LLC
does not provide recommendations or advice.
This presentation is not an advertisement or solicitation for new customers. It is intended only as an educational presentation.

Disclosures
Options involve risk and are not suitable for all investors. For information on the uses and risks of options, you can obtain a copy
of the Options Clearing Corporation risk disclosure document titled Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options by calling
(312) 542-6901.
Futures are not suitable for all investors. The amount you may lose may be greater than your initial investment. Before trading
futures, please read the CFTC Risk Disclosure. For a copy visit interactivebrokers.com.
Security futures involve a high degree of risk and are not suitable for all investors. The amount you may lose may be greater than
your initial investment. Before trading security futures, please read the Security Futures Risk Disclosure Statement. For a copy
visit Interactivebrokers.com.
There is a substantial risk of loss in foreign exchange trading. The settlement date of foreign exchange trades can vary due to
time zone differences and bank holidays. When trading across foreign exchange markets, this may necessitate borrowing funds
to settle foreign exchange trades. The interest rate on borrowed funds must be considered when computing the cost of trades
across multiple markets.
The Order types available through Interactive Brokers LLC’s Trader Workstation are designed to help you limit your loss and/or
lock in a profit. Market conditions and other factors may affect execution. In general, orders guarantee a fill or guarantee a
price, but not both. In extreme market conditions, an order may either be executed at a different price than anticipated or may
not be filled in the marketplace.
There is a substantial risk of loss in trading futures and options. Past performance is not indicative of future results.
Any stock, options or futures symbols displayed are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to portray
recommendations.
Interactive Brokers LLC is a member of NYSE FINRA SIPC
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Disclaimer
Note that past performance does not indicate future performance.
TOGGLE email briefings,
new sletters, alerts, insights, and similar publications "Publications" do not reflect any opinions of
TOGGLE or its affiliates. Publications are meant for informational purposes only, are not intended to
serve as a recommendation to buy or sell any security in a brokerage account or any platform, and
are not an offer or sale of a security nor an endorsement or advertisement of the same. W hile
TOGGLE seeks to ensure the accuracy of the information it presents, it has no obligation and shall
not be liable for errors in any data, information, or Publications accessible through TOGGLE products
or services.All investments involve risk and the past performance of a security or financial product
does not guarantee future results or returns. TOGGLE is not a broker-dealer nor an investment
adviser, and makes no representations or w arranties, express or implied, and disclaims any and all
w arranties w ith respect to any information accessible via any TOGGLE Publications or TOGGLE
data.
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MAN vs. AI
As portfolio managers, w e constantly faced the challenge of inadequate
infrastructure to cope w ith the grow ing mountain of data.
•

Dow nloading data from a variety of disparate sources

•

Maintaining and refreshing oodles of macro-enabled spreadsheets

•

W riting ad-hoc code to answ er questions like “If this happens, w hat next?”

It felt like sipping from an ocean w ith a straw .
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MAN vs. AI
Smart assistants are ubiquitous in our daily lives…W hy don’t they exist in
investing?
•

Machines are really good at monitoring and processing large amounts of
information

•

They can uncover price patterns in assets around events/data changes

•

They can test each relationship for robustness …in seconds

•

They can deliver curated insights tailored to specific users
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CAN SMART MACHINES HELP ACTIVE INVESTORS/TRADERS?
Human intelligence is very good at strategy (the “big picture”) but AI can be helpful
w ith the tactics (the “details”).
For example, a portfolio manager decides they w ant to be long risk in equities and
let the machine highlight the assets that are most undervalued/have strongest
momentum.
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND BACK TESTING
Instead of competing w ith them, machines can empow er users by replicating –
fast – the w ork investors are already doing

Source: Toggle
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CAN SMART MACHINES HELP ACTIVE INVESTORS/TRADERS?
W here in the investment process can machines add most value
•

Idea generation (“W hat assets best reflect my thesis?”)

•

Hypothesis testing (“Is my hunch/instinct correct?”)

•

Asset due diligence (“W hat am I missing?”)

•

Portfolio risk management (“Do I really w ant to sell here? Should I get out?”)
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IDEA GENERATION
Machine-generated ideas can connect a view to specific assets that best reflect it

Source: Toggle
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IDEA GENERATION
Translating macro-environment into actionable ideas
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IDEA GENERATION
Identifying beneficiaries of sector rotation, undervalued or lagging stocks
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HYPOTHESIS TESTING
Machines can help you test your instincts against the data: is the economic
environment bad for stocks?

Source: Toggle
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HYPOTHESIS TESTING
Machines can help you test your instincts against the data: is w eakening
momentum a problem for the stock?

Source: Toggle
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ASSET DUE DILIGENCE
Asset due diligence – w here are the price pressures? – can be done instantly

Source: Toggle
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RISK MANAGEMENT
The trickiest part often is assessing w hich assets w ill be impacted by the
changing environment

Source: Toggle
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